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The soucoupes of the Observatoire
cave (Principality of Monaco):
contribution to the study of the
Large flake phenomenon in the
early Palaeolithic
Les soucoupes de l’Observatoire (Principauté de Monaco) : contribution à
l’étude du phénomène des grands éclats au Paléolithique ancien
Guillaume Porraz, Élisa Nicoud, Michel Grenet and Patrick Simon
The study of the large flakes became obvious to us as we reviewed the upper Palaeolithic
collections of the Observatory, in the context of the PCR ETICALP led by D. Binder, whom we
thank. This study benefited from funding from the Alexander von Humdoldt Foundation, as part
of a postdoctoral project led at the University of Tubingen. Thank you to Mr Henry de Lumley for
his prior approval for the study of the flakes stored at the Institute of Human Paleontology and
to Mrs. Amélie Vialet for her welcome. Also thank you to Mr Michel Olive, for the photographs of
the Observatory, to Mr. Michel Dagnino and Jean-Francois Bussiere for photographs of the lithic
material as well as to Mr François Burle for the CAD in figures 3 and 23. Thanks to Pierre-Jean
Texier for his advice and tricks about the calculation of the curvature radii. Finally thank you to
two reviewers for helping to lighten and brighten the content of this article.
 
Introduction
1 Several  studies  have  recently  highlighted  how  the  early  Palaeolithic,  of  which  the
Acheulean  is  a  component,  remained  a  poorly  known  period marked  by  strong
geographical and also temporal diversity (Nicoud 2010, 2011, 2013a, 2013b; Chevrier
2012a,  2012b;  Rocca  2013).  This  diversity  takes  issue  with  the  idea  of  an  orderly
succession  of  technical  types  evolving  together  with  the  hominids  and  their
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environment. One of the challenges of studying this early Palaeolithic is then to adapt
its scales of analysis to the construction of a long term argument.
2 Of the technical features that define the early Palaeolithic, macrolithism is certainly
one  of  the  most  characteristic.  This  macrolithism,  which  is  neither  exclusive  nor
constitutive  of  this  period,  usually  carries  ideas  of  mass  and  shaping  generally
associated with tools such as handaxes,  cleavers and other bolas (Tixier et  al.  1980;
Texier 1996).  But  this  technical  phenomenon  defines  a  rather  singular  field  of
investigation.  Whether  the  question  of  uses,  or  that  of  societal  organization  and
representations  are  considered,  the  characteristics  structuring  and  structured  by
macrolithism carry in themselves a significance that should help us recognize better
these past societies.
3 The  debitage  of  large  flakes  is  a  macrolithic  manifestation  that  crosses  the  early
Palaeolithic (Sharon 2007; Mourre and Colonge 2010). This usually involved a shaping
chaîne opératoire, but it also appears to exist by itself in certain contexts. Studying
these large flakes allowed the recognition of several modes of production, some being
close to the principles of the Levallois concept (Mourre 2006; Sharon 2009). The concept
of predetermination is specifically revealed in the cleavers chaines opératoires, whose
full  expression  was  achieved  during  the  Middle  Pleistocene  (Mourre  2003).  The
temporal  and geographic distribution of  these large flakes led to formulate various
hypotheses  about  their  origin  and  future.  In  Western  Europe,  this  technical
phenomenon would be  limited  to  the  Iberian  Peninsula  and its  margins  under  the
privileged form of a first flake debitage associated with type 0 cleavers (Sharon 2007). It
is  on  the  basis  of  this  techno-typological  distribution  that  the  hypothesis  of  the
diffusion of an Acheulean from North Africa toward Spain via the Strait of Gibraltar has
been proposed (Bordes 1966; Alimen 1975; Tavoso 1986; Otte 1996; Sharon 2011).
4 As part of a program focusing on the technical successions in the Ligurian-Provençal
arc,  we  were  quickly  surprised  and  challenged  by  the  collection  of  large  flakes  or
“soucoupes” (Boule and Villeneuve 1927), from the Observatory cave (Principality of
Monaco).  Indeed,  comparisons  that we  were  tempted  to  establish  -more  or  less
intuitively- with the assemblages of the Iberian Peninsula supported a new discussion
on the expansion area of this technical phenomenon and the meaning of it. What are
these soucoupes? Where do they come from?
5 In the present article, we start a detailed description of the large flakes corpus of the
Observatory  to  identify  the  techno-functional  structures,  the  production  rules  and
their associations. This study allows us firstly to highlight the originality of technical
behaviours that are closely tailored to the working materials, and in a second time to
discuss  the  diffusion  and  local  innovation  hypotheses  within  the  technical
phenomenon of large flakes in the Early Palaeolithic. One of the challenges raised by
the Early Palaeolithic study is to adapt successfully its scales of analysis; one of the
opportunities is to start a speech about the techniques over a long duration.
 
Context and integrity of the studied collection 
6 The Observatory cave (Principality of Monaco) is located on the coastline of the liguro-
Provencal arc, near the Franco-Italian border, at an altitude of 104 m above the present
sea level (fig. 1). The entrance is formed by a large opening cut into the steep wall of
the Upper Jurassic limestone formations. It leads to a 500 m long karst system, sinking
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to a depth of 100 m below the present surface of its entry. The sedimentary remains
trapped  in  the  karst  indicate  an  exposure  of  the  cave  since  the  Calabrian  marine
transgression (+108 m ASL in the Nice region), that is to say about 1 Ma BP.
7 The Observatory cave was discovered during the works of the Exotic Garden of the
Principality of Monaco (Boule and Villeneuve 1927). The workers unearthed numerous
remains from the Upper Palaeolithic,  which quickly attracted the attention of  local
authorities.  The  discovery  took  place  in  a  context  where  prehistoric  research  in
Provence and Liguria knew a boom following the discoveries made in the Balzi Rossi
sector (for review, see: Simon 2008), located 10 km east of the cave.
8 Léonce de Villeneuve began to fully excavate the cave, at the request of Prince Albert 1
of  Monaco,  between  1916  and  1920.  The  lack  of  field  documentation is  of  course
detrimental to the understanding of the dynamics of the deposits in the site. However,
we must recognize the merit of the canon Léonce de Villeneuve and of Marcellin Boule
who published their results quickly in a detailed and well-illustrated monograph, which
now allows putting into context the archaeological collections. Thus we have revised
the lithic collections of the proto-Aurignacian levels of the Observatory cave (Porraz et
al. 2010). This is with a similar approach that we are now reporting our results on the
oldest archaeological levels.
9 Luckily  for  the  study  of  the  Observatory  cave,  two  stalagmite  floors  were  present
within the sedimentary sequence, identified during the excavation and reported on the
study  documents  (floor  I,  II:  fig  2).  Marcellin  Boule  and  Léonce  de  Villeneuve
distinguished three main stages based on the presence of these two floors, called lower
group (group 1), middle group (group 2) and upper group (group 3). The deposits that
interest our study are those in the lower group, located under floor II (fig. 2).
 
Figure 1 - Location of the Observatoire Cave (Principality of Monaco) and of the main sites
mentioned in the text.
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Figure 2 - Stratigraphic context of the lower deposits from the Observatoire Cave and location of
the “hearth k” .
10 We are reporting here the main published material useful to the understanding of this
lower group (Boule and Villeneuve 1927 - 25-26 p.):
"The filling elements [are essentially  made] of  clay or cave earth.  (...)  This  clay
mass, highly homogeneous, is cut by two stalagmite formations indicating pauses in
the sedimentation, layer IV and the much greater layer III. It is, somehow, sealed by
the vast layer II that covers the entire surface of the first filling.
Mr. Villeneuve also noted, in its thickness, several lines of ashes, the oldest of the
cave: hearth k at measurement 91, hearth i on stalagmitic floor IV (...). We would be
tempted to see in these cinder lines or streaks not real undisturbed hearths, but the
shifting and levitation of ash accumulations originally located in the entrance of
the cave.  This  hypothesis  would explain better  the presence of  the products  of
human industry we found there, dispersed in clay (...)"
11 These  notes  provide  a  good  general  understanding  of  the  sedimentary  and
archaeological  situation.  First,  as we could suppose,  the filling of  the karst  and the
accumulation of the material most likely have a colluvial origin. But contrary to the
information given in the notes published by Mr.  Boule and L.  de Villeneuve (1927),
there  would  be  a  single  and  unique  opening  in  the  karst  of  the  Observatory,  as
indicated in the map at our disposal. This colluvium would therefore find its origin at
the level of the current entrance to the cave, likely location of the human occupations.
12 Moreover, this lower sedimentary "group" has the advantage of being multiphase as
evidenced by the non invasive formation of floors III and IV and the presence of several
"ash lines" respectively individualised under the hearths k to e (fig. 2). This phasing
finds matches from an archaeostratigraphical  perspective.  As the authors point out
(Boule and Villeneuve 1927 - p. 91): "This industry is not exactly the same from the top
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to the bottom of the group." Three main technological units thus emerge from this
lower group, which we individualized by "hearth:”
"hearth k:” base deposits have yielded large limestone flakes, hand-carried pebbles and one
handaxe:  the deposits  are between the 86-87 dimensions (not  reported in the published
stratigraphy) and hearth k (dimension 91);
"hearth h:" intermediate deposits have yielded a group of quartzite flakes between floor IV
and floor III;
"hearth e:” the deposits of the top yielded flakes, a Mousterian point and two bifacial pieces,
between floors III and II.
13 Therefore, the "hearth k" collection of large flakes from the Observatory comes from
the base of the deposit of the lower group, between the dimensions 86 and 91. This
collection is distributed over a height of almost 5 m, with a density of remains reported
as low. According to published notes, no archaeological object would have been found
between  the  dimensions  91  and  92,  indicating  a  possible  hiatus  in  the  human
occupation between the "hearth k" and "h". Our own field observations allowed us to
find again a brecciated level that includes bone fragments and a probable limestone
large flake (fig. 2). This brecciated level is situated between the dimensions 89 and 91,
precisely the altimeter range indicated by Marcellin Boule and Leonce de Villeneuve5.
14 More recently (1984 and 1986-87), S. Simone and P. Simon (Prehistoric Anthropology
Museum of Monaco) have initiated an excavation of de Villeneuve likely waste soil of,
rejected in one of the karst corridors of the cave. In fact, this excavation focused on the
most  recent  waste,  that  is  to  say  the  oldest  archaeological  deposits.  During  this
operation,  10  large  flakes  and  large  flake  fragments  and  about  fifty  pebbles  were
collected,  to  which  must  be  added  numerous  small  flakes  and  knapped  limestone
fragments (n> 40).
15 The  collection  available  today  includes  a  total  of  350  lithic  pieces  and  has  high
petrographic and technological homogeneity. The under-representation of the small
items is a bias in the analysis, although the origin of this bias is uncertain (excavators
and/or settlements, and/or post-depositional process?). Furthermore the presence of a
scraper on elongated blank should be noted (pl. XIX, fig.4. : Boule and Villeneuve 1927);
it is incongruous in the collection of large limestone flakes. This scraper, which evokes
more recent contexts, is made of blue grey flint with much detrital quartz whose origin
is to be found in the border geological formations (Tomasso et al. submitted).
 
The "old Palaeolithic" of the Observatory cave
16 The old age of the excavations explains the relative absence of the large flakes of the
Observatory  in  the  current  debates  on  the  early  Palaeolithic  of  the  Mediterranean
world and Western Europe. But this cautiousness is also explained by the inherited
difficulties in classifying and understanding the nature of this industry.
17 Marcellin Boule and Léonce de Villeneuve (1927) are the first to comment on this lower
group they call "old Palaeolithic" (p. 27), "a very ancient Palaeolithic feature" (p. 91).
The  authors  argue:  "We  are  dealing  with  an  industry  of  the  Early  Palaeolithic,
containing Chellean, Acheulean and Mousterian shape types " (p. 97). They note the
originality of the large flakes and linger with interest on the handaxe with reserved
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"These are big yellow, light gray or dark gray limestone flakes, compact in texture,
and presenting beautiful percussion bulbs. The largest dimension of these objects
may exceed 0.16 m (saucers or "plates" in Mr. de Villeneuve's text) (...).  But the
most  remarkable  object  of  this  first  series,  which  comes  from  the  lowest  level
reached by  the  excavations  (87  meters),  is  a  beautiful  amygdaloidal  instrument
knapped  out  of  a  large  yellowish  limestone  pebble  with  compact  homogeneous
texture [pl . XIX, fig. 1: in Boule, Villeneuve, 1927]. This is a real "coup-de-poing"
elongated, pointy, of Chellean manufacturing (…).”
18 Soon enough, under the influence of the work of Abbot H. Breuil, the industry of the
Observatory cave was associated with the groups of the so-called Clactonian industries,
characterized by the presence of "often very large flakes but also medium or small
ones, knapped on stone anvil (...). The striking platform is usually very large, and forms
a very open angle with the tearing plane" (Breuil 1932 - p. 571). This is the case in the
publication of  M.G.  Pottier  on the chronology of  the Lower Palaeolithic  (1938)  that
appears  to  be  the  first  to  classify  the  industry  from  the  Observatory  cave  in  the
Clactonian group. In 1954, Abbot H. Breuil and H. Kelley confirm this attribution (p. 17):
"The  Observatory  cave  in  Monaco  (90  m ASL)  yielded  at  its  base  a  remarkable
complex,  also  knapped  into  compact  limestone,  superimposed,  several  meters
apart,  to an Abbevillian handaxe;  there is  a  thick Clactonian level,  above which
were  found  two  Acheulean  handaxes.  It  is  therefore  certain  that  Clactonian
episodes have existed in this region. "
19 H.  de  Lumley’s  research  leads  him  to  move  away  from  this  chronocultural
determination. While acknowledging the existence of similarities with the Clactonian,
the  author  acknowledges  a  number  of  differences  that  justify  for  him  the
individualization of the collection of the Observatory (de Lumley 1960 - p. 2):
"The  Observatory  cave  (Principality  of  Monaco)  and  the  Curson  site  (Veaunes
Valley,  a  tributary  of  the  lower  Isere,  Drôme  region)  provided  an  industry
dominated  by  large  little  retouched  flakes,  knapped  from  large  grey  limestone
pebbles, with a large striking platform forming a very obtuse angle with the tearing
platform. Several authors have compared these industries to that of Clacton from
which  they  differ,  however,  by  various  characteristics.  At  the  Observatory,  and
perhaps in Curson, they seem associated with handaxes (...). We isolate this third
group of industry under the term "Curson type. '"
20 The  same  author  offers  a  more  detailed  study  in  his  rich  typological  study  of  the
southern Mediterranean Palaeolithic (de Lumley-Woodyear 1969). In his article on the
civilizations of the Lower Palaeolithic (1976), he resumes his main conclusions, moving
away from his first interpretive trail (de Lumley 1976 - 834 p.):
"The industry of the Middle Pleistocene deposits of the Observatory cave, knapped
in grey limestone, can be defined as a middle Acheulean with an industry on non
Levallois debitage flakes, with few retouched tools. The flakes, abundant and large,
are mostly preliminary flaking of pebbles and almost always kept part of the cortex.
Three handaxes were discovered: with a cortical reserved base and sway-backed
edges, lozenge-shaped and flat triangular.”
21 Without talking about consensus, it is the attribution to an Acheulean that gradually
established itself in the literature (Gagnières 1970; Villa 1983; Cauche 2012). Beyond the
semantic content (Nicoud 2013a), we need to remember here the shift that has taken
place in the study of the ancient deposits of the Observatory. Indeed, the publications
have gradually devoted an overall analysis to the lower group at the expenses of the
stratigraphic origins, thus mixing industries from "hearth k", "hearth h" and "hearth
e".
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22 P.  Villa,  in her study of  the site  of  Terra Amata (1983),  is  the first  to mention the
presence of cleavers in the collection of the Observatory cave (Villa 1983 - p. 239): "...
and about  60  large  flakes,  some of  which were retouched into  flake cleavers."  The
author,  conscious of  the origin of  the collections,  however,  remained cautious with
regard to the chronocultural positioning of this assemblage and did not include it on
her synthesis on the early settlement of Western Europe (Villa 1991).
23 The uncertainty surrounding our knowledge of the early technical traditions in the
Observatory  cave  is  the  result  of  an  analytical  bias  which  was  to  study  the  lower
deposits in one piece, without distinguishing the phases that were recognized during
the excavation. But this uncertainty is also explained by our ignorance of the lithic
intentions and operating chains. Furthermore, the absence of a chronology is similarly
detrimental to our overall knowledge of these early occupations. Different ages have
been proposed in the literature for older deposits of the Observatory, on the basis of
the fauna and inter-sites comparisons. A review of the chronology reports on human
occupations that  could cover  the middle  of  the Middle  Pleistocene until  the Upper
Pleistocene (de Lumley 1976; Bosinski 2006). To date, two ages are available. This is a
sample of floor II dated by Uranium / Thorium to >178,000 years and a sample of floor
III  dated  by  the  same  technique  to  >230,000  years  BP  (Simone  1993).  Thus,  the
production of the large flakes of the Observatory would be contemporary or anterior to
the MIS 7 (terminus ante quem).
 
The lithic assemblage of "hearth k" in the Observatory
Cave
24 The studied assemblage consists  of  132 large flakes,1 handaxe and 159 unprocessed
pebbles. The stratigraphic origin of the large flakes was discussed previously. As for the
origin of the handaxe, it is provided by the description specifically given by Marcellin
Boule and Léonce de Villeneuve (1927). This handaxe was found at dimension 87 or the
lower stratigraphic limit of our study assemblage. Its direct association with the large
flakes, mostly collected around dimension 91, can therefore be discussed. About the
origin of the unprocessed pebbles, their nature, their homogeneity and the geological
context of the cave exclude any accumulation of natural origin (see below). Note that
for  consistency  and clarity  of  speech,  we have  removed the  flint  scraper  from the
analysis below.
 
The large flakes from the Observatory
"The  shape  of  these  flakes  is  quite  varied:  subtriangular,  triangular,  discoid,
polygonal.  The  most  numerous  are  unretouched.  The  others  have  more  or  less
numerous  retouches,  distributed  more  or  less  regularly.  (...)  One  of  the  largest
specimens  of  this  kind,  in  gray  limestone  [fig.14-15:  in  Boule,  Villeneuve  1927]
comes from this same dimension 89. Its shape, fairly regular, is that of a rectangle -
almost  a  square-  rounded  at  the  four  corners.  One  side  is  formed by  the  very
surface of a huge percussion bulb with a large curvature radius; the other side is
divided into two unequal parts by a crest similar to the ridge of a very low gabled
roof.  The  symmetry  of  this  object  is  accentuated  by  the  presence  of  secondary
facets produced at both ends by removing some flakes that give it the appearance of
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a huge double-scraper. It seems that we have an intentional shape, intentionally
manufactured for a special use" (Boule and Villeneuve 1927 - p. 91-93)
25 The large fakes from the Observatory Cave are all in limestone, of a light to dark gray
marl kind (fig. 3).  These siliceous limestones, probably of Cretaceous age, are a fine
material, homogeneous, little or not biodetrital, inelastic and relatively fragile to knap
and use. The size of these flakes and the nature of the cortical areas indicate that they
were all  knapped from large-sized pebbles.  Such pebbles,  found throughout the arc
from  Nice  to  the  mouth  of  the  Var  River,  are  locally  available  in  the  Miocene
conglomerate of Roquebrune, approximately 2 km west of the site.
26 A first technological ranking (fig. 4) allows to individualize the entames, flakes with
cortical surface and flat butt, flakes with cortical surface and unilateral preparation
scars  (45%  of  the  determinable  total),  flakes  with  cortical  surface  and  bilateral
preparation scars,  prepared flakes  and finally  flakes  with  cortical  back  or  debitage
back. Note that one unique flake shows the use of the ventral face of a blank-flake
(Kombewa type). The first striking feature of this assemblage is the high proportion of
cortical  pieces  and  the  absence  of  cores.  We  find  ourselves  facing  a  collection  of
finished  products  brought  into  the  cave  already  knapped  for  a  production  that  is
distinguished by the brevity of its operating sequences.
 
Figure 3 - Large flakes of the hearth k from the Observatoire Cave and general overview of the
types of limestones exploited.
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Figure 4 - Technology of the large flakes from the hearth k of the Observatoire Cave.
 
Figure 5 - Boxplots of the length, the width, the thickness and the weight of the large flakes coming
from the hearth k of the Observatoire Cave, according to their technological categories
27 From a morphometric viewpoint these flakes are noticeable by their large size, with an
average length of 106 mm (measured along the debitage axis), a width of 101 mm, a
thickness of 28 mm and an average weight of 345 g (fig. 5). These flakes cover well the
definition of "large flakes" whose threshold is typically set at 100 mm long (Kleindienst
1962).  These  metric  averages  vary  only  slightly  depending  on  the  considered
technological  categories  (fig.  5),  supporting  the  hypothesis  of  a  dimensional  (or
standard) threshold. However, some flakes stand out by their extreme dimensions, as
illustrated by a few rare high mass specimens (> 1000 g). In general, these flakes have a
rather stocky morphology with an elongation index (L/W taken in the morphological
axis) of about 1.2.
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28 These large flakes (fig. 3, 6-17) have a trapezoidal to quadrangular morphology in 85%
of cases. This morphology is inherited from a debitage organized toward the obtaining
of a transverse cutting edge or bevel. The latter is distinguished by the normalization of
its technical and functional characteristics: this is a cortical bevel (90% of cases), with
straight to slightly convex delineation, straight grained, biplane section and the angles
of the cutting edge between 25° and 40° (fig. 18). The bevel is positioned in the axis of
percussion of the flake in almost 75% of cases (fig. 19).
29 The standardization of the techno-functional characteristics of this bevel is due to a
predetermination that has occurred through the respect of 3 main technical rules:
Rule 1 concerns the phase of selection of the pebble and the interaction of the knapper with
its natural convexity. The study of the large flakes shows that the selected pebbles were not
spherical but hemispherical: an asymmetry that orients their volumetric orientation. The
flatness index of the pebbles, taken along the axis of percussion of the flakes (fig. 20) shows
that the debitage surface was positioned on the less convex natural surface, the percussion
waves then ending on weakly marked convexities.
Rule 2 was to establish a directing convexity so that the fracture front developed by making
the two edges of the flake diverge. This predetermination towards divergence was set up by
the removal  of  predetermining flakes,  whether unilateralised and then combined to the
natural asymmetry of the opposite edge (fig. 6-9) or bilateralised (fig. 10, No. 1; fig. 11, No. 1;
fig. 12). Alternatively, the knappers have taken advantage of the natural morphology of the
knapped surface (fig 16,  N° 1)  or have prepared the bevel  by a predetermining removal
negative (fig 13, N° 1; fig 14).
Rule 3 focused on setting up an open breaking platform, with an average angle of about 120°
(fig. 21). This striking platform (fig. 21) has often been prepared by a removal, oblique or
perpendicular to the axis of the debitage surface. This results, particularly for flakes with
negatives of unilateral preparation, in the presence of a plain “à pan” butt (i.e. fig. 6-7).
30 The respect of these three rules helped ensure the repetition and standardization of the
techno-functional characteristics of the large flakes. Rule 2 is at the origin of the good
control  of  the overall  morphology of  the tool,  namely the presence of  a transverse
edge,  straight  to  slightly  convex, perpendicular  to  the axis  of  percussion.  Thus the
observed variability in the operating modes (unilateralised or bilateralised removals,
single or multiple, convergent or orthogonal unipolar lateralised removal, etc), is not
interpreted as a reflection of different intentions, but as a suitable operating flexibility
adapted to volumes and to a well-defined target size. The inventory shows us that this
operating flexibility was aimed more at correcting the transverse convexities than the
longitudinal convexities, mentally and naturally prefigured for the future active part of
the desired tool. So the knapper, by selecting and directing the pebble, would stabilize
the longitudinal convexity then rectify the transversal convexity.
31 The combination of rules 1 and 3 is itself the cause of the normalizing of the section
and  bevel  angle  characteristics.  The  first  technical  operation  was  to  arrange  the
techno-functional  characteristics  by  structuring  the  debitage  around  a  natural  flat
surface; the second operation was to control the mechanical disruption by promoting a
spreading of the percussion waves through the setting up of an open breaking platform
and an inward “muffled” percussion gesture (see below). The layout of both technical
operations would  have  favoured  some  knapping  accidents,  as  evidenced  by  the
“vibrations” frequently observed in the distal part of the flakes, characteristic of the
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32 These flakes, which we will call generically cortical bevel flakes, show shaping in nearly
one third of cases (N = 37/132), in the form of a re-knapping of an edge (N = 25), more
rarely two (N = 3), and / or in the form of a re-working of the base (N = 15). These
fashioning, unifacial or bifacial, usually redraw the morphology of the tool and develop
certain parts of it (i.e. re-working of a natural or debitage flat). Note that some large
flakes carry a series of small removals detached on the upper side in their proximal
part, however without a decipherable chronology of the technical operations (fig. 6, No.
1). As the point of impact is usually well below the overhang (fig. 20), we favour the
hypothesis of a re-working (post-debitage?) of the tool.
33 The bevel is never retouched, with the only exception of one object whose edge appears
to have been re-worked over by a series of removals. Several flakes (N = 13) have a
notch,  whether  intentional  or  accidental,  located  near  the  bevel,  as  if  the  latter
subdivided the transformative and prehensile part of the tool. A high proportion of
large  flakes  with  cortical  bevels  have  macrotraces  (40%)  in  the  form  of  marked
removals located on the edge and referring to a percussion use, more rarely in the form
of a slight scarring (fig. 7, No. 1; fig. 10, No. 1; fig. 9, No. 2; fig. 12, No. 1; fig. 16, No. 2).
Many of these large flakes, however, have cutting edges free of all traces of use visible
to the naked eye or at low magnification.
34 If the production of the large flakes seems to be structured around the presence of a
bevel,  some  specimens  combine  several  cutting-edges  and  potentially  several
transformative areas, as confirmed in some cases by the location of macrotraces of use
(fig.  8,  No.  2).  Unlike  bevels,  the  adjacent  edges  have  a  greater  variability  in  their
delineation, in the nature of their sections and their cutting edges angles (fig. 18). Note
the existence of a trend in the lateralization of preparations, since 60% of flakes with
unilateral preparation cortical bevel (N = 27/45) were prepared from the right of the
core.
35 Part of the large flakes of the Observatory (n=48/132) does not cover our definition of
cortical bevel flakes. These flakes are whether entames (N=15, fig. 15), whether flakes
with cortical  surface and plain butt  (N=18)  whether  prepared flakes  (n=8),  whether
backed flakes (n=7, fig. 17). Nevertheless, the large flakes from the Observatory all seem
to belong to a one and single operational chain of debitage: the non-bevelled flakes are
then situated before or after the full debitage. This is observed in particular by the
dimensions and angles of similar striking platforms than those observed for the cortical
bevel flakes, except for the prepared flakes (see below). These non bevelled flakes show
varied techno-functional characteristics, though they always associate the presence of
a  generally  convex  cutting  edge  to  a  plane,  opposite  or  adjacent,  natural  or  from
debitage.
 
The hand-carried pebbles from the Observatory
"We already know that Mr. de Villeneuve has collected, together with this large and
primitive lithic industry in limestone and quartzite, numerous "balls" of stone. I
have  not  examined  the  whole  collection,  but  only  four  samples  chosen  at  my
request by Mr. Lorenzi among those that seemed to him to show some artificial
characteristics  (...).  Of  the  four  samples  that  I  just  mentioned,  one  is  made  of
limestone, the other three of sandstone. Their mean diameter ranges from 0.15 m
to 0.12 m; their weight from 340 to 820 grams. All bear traces of working." (Boule
and Villeneuve 1927 - p. 94).
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36 The inventory of hand-carried pebbles consists of 159 objects, to which should be added
the presence of 4 pebbles bearing debitage traces and 8 cortical flakes bearing the scars
of  an  accidental  origin  during  percussion.  These  pebbles  come  for  most  from  the
excavations of the Prehistoric Anthropology Museum of Monaco that concentrated on
de Villeneuve’s possible excavation waste; their stratigraphic origin can therefore be
questioned. However, the descriptions published in 1927 (Boule and Villeneuve 1927)
only mention unworked pebbles in the context of the large flakes (see above). The large
number  of  flakes  de  Villeneuve  rejected  during  his  excavations  would  then  be
explained by doubts about their origin. In this regard, we must mention the presence of
15  pebbles  from  karstic  origin  excluded  from  this  study.  These  pebbles  have  an
irregular morphology (about 50% of determinable cases), which clearly distinguishes
them  from  the  rest  of  the  inventory  of  sea  pebbles  (fig.  22).  It  is  mostly  small
polyhedral blunt blocks in beige dolomitic limestone.
37 The inventory of hand-carried pebbles shows varying states of preservation (fig. 23). A
quarter of the inventory (fig. 22) shows post-depositional alterations of the concretion
or flaking type that undermine completely the search of traces of use. Moreover some
pebbles seem to have suffered the effects of accidental heating, marked by the presence
of localised thermal cupmarks, cracks and flaking.
38 These alterations have not hampered the petrographic analysis since only 2 specimens
remain  indeterminate.  The  spectrum  of  rocks  is  largely  dominated  by  limestone
making up almost 3/4 of the total (fig. 22), complete with sandstone and andesite. The
materials identified broadly reflect the local stratigraphic column mostly with Upper
Jurassic pebbles (Kimmeridgian and Tithonian) corresponding to very fine limestone
(limestone mud), sometimes called sublithographic limestone (from beige to cream in
colour).  There  are  also  dolomitic  limestones,  pulverulent  (dolomitisation  of  the
Tithonian) or massive with finer texture (dolomitisation of the Middle Jurassic), some
marly  limestone  of  the  Upper  Cretaceous  (most  likely  Turonian)  and  a  limestone
sample with pisolites and glauconite characteristic of the reduced and condensed lower
Cretaceous levels  of  Nice.  The sandstones also show some variability,  illustrated by
more or less coarsely detrital types whose origin is to be found in formations of the
"Sandstone of Annot" (Oligocene Flysch) type. There is finally a small quantity that
corresponds to the andesite of the volcanic Oligo-Miocene deposits of Cap d'Ail,  the
andesite pebbles coming from the dismantling of the pyroclastic andesite blocks. All
this range of rocks is available on the coastline directly below the cave.
39 Only one or two pebbles in siliceous sandstone typical of the Werfenian of La Roya
could  have  been collected at  the  mouth of  this  small  coastal  river,  which is  about
fifteen kilometres west of the site
40 The  collection  of  pebbles  seems  to  have  been  determined  by  an  exclusively
petrographic criterion. Although the limestone group dominates, it has indeed a strong
diversity of types that define so many different qualities (i.e. hardness, homogeneity,
etc.). Conversely, a certain dimensional homogeneity emerges from this inventory (fig.
22). With few exceptions, they are palm-sized pebbles, which have an average size of
about 81 x 67 x 55 mm for an average weight of 455 g, the majority of them having a
(sub)ovoid to (sub)triangular morphology (presence of a natural plane) (fig. 22).
41 The preliminary study on the integrity and surface condition of  the pebbles allows
putting forward the first  functional assumptions.  At this stage of the study, we are
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distinguishing two main types  of  traces  that  are  secondary pecking and breakages.
Secondary pecking, which can be more or less deep and circumscribed on the surface of
the pebble, corresponds to a percussion use on a hard material. It was identified on
almost 1/3 of the inventory of unaltered pebbles. The breakages are more difficult to
interpret. Some of them, identified on a small sample (n = 4), actually correspond to
incipient  negative  removals  accidentally  detached  by  percussion.  Others  find  their
origin in post-depositional processes. However numerous breakages, initiated in the
elongation axis of the pebble or in its thickness, carry no stigma that we are able to
interpret. These breakages are definitely anthropogenic, probably unintentional, but
the absence of  reference and experimentation does  not  allow going further  in  this
discussion.
42 A second interesting  aspect  of  the  technological  analysis  is  the  high proportion of
pebbles bearing no trace of use (fig. 22). The null hypothesis would be that the origin of
all  of  the  pebbles  would  be  natural,  some  having  been  selected  perhaps  in  an
opportunistic  manner  and  used.  However,  we  categorically  reject  this  hypothesis.
Indeed, the latter would imply that the origin of these marine pebbles is linked to the
shifting of ancient brecciated pre-calabrian or Pliocene deposits, situated in the vicinity
of the cave and that would therefore have participated in filling the karst. No geological
evidence support this hypothesis. Moreover, the dimensional sorting observed in our
inventory  evokes  a  spectrum of  artificial  and  not  natural  origin.  The  hand-carried
pebbles with no trace of wear therefore correspond to little or unused pebbles or to
pebbles used on soft materials, plants for example. In the state of our knowledge, it is
dangerous to suggest a function and an operating mode for these pebbles. At most we
can notice  that  different  kinds of  rock were used in  percussion,  and that  different
facets  of  the  same  pebble  could  be  used  during  the  activity.  The  issue  of  mineral
management and rock properties is certainly a reflection to explore further. Note that
the sandstone pebbles show many more traces of percussion than the limestone ones
(respectively about 50% and 20% of unworked pebbles). The nature of the activities as
well as the rock recording capabilities should help explain the difference.
43 Finally  4  pebbles,  2  of  sandstone,  1  of  limestone and 1  of  andesite,  show traces  of
debitage on anvil (fig. 23), done in the smallest axis of elongation. None of the small
flakes found bear traces of such a debitage, which therefore remains anecdotal in our
series.
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Figure 6 - Large flakes with cortical biseau showing an unilateral preparation, hearth k of the
Observatoire Cave (drawings by M. Grenet).
 
Figure 7 - Large flakes with cortical biseau showing an unilateral preparation, hearth k of the
Observatoire Cave (drawings by M. Grenet).
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Figure 8 - Large flakes with cortical biseau showing an unilateral preparation, hearth k of the
Observatoire Cave (drawings by M. Grenet).
 
Figure 9 - Large flakes with cortical biseau showing an unilateral preparation, hearth k of the
Observatoire Cave (drawings by M. Grenet).
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Figure 10 - Large flakes with cortical biseau showing a bilateral preparation, hearth k of the
Observatoire Cave (drawings by M. Grenet).
 
Figure 11 - Large flakes with cortical biseau showing a bilateral (n° 1) an unilateral (n°2)
preparation, hearth k of the Observatoire Cave (drawings by M. Grenet).
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Figure 12 - Large flakes with cortical biseau showing a bilateral preparation, hearth k of the
Observatoire Cave (drawings by M. Grenet).
 
Figure 13 - Large flake with a prepared biseau (n° 1) and large flake with cortical biseau showing a
bilateral preparation (n° 2) from the hearth “k” of the Observatoire Cave (drawings by M. Grenet).
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Figure 14 - Flakes with a prepared biseau from the hearth k of the Observatoire Cave (drawings by
M. Grenet).
 
Figure 15 - Entames from the hearth k of the Observatoire Cave (drawings by M. Grenet).
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Figure 16 - Entame and flake with a cortical back from the hearth k of the Observatoire Cave
(drawings by M. Grenet).
 
Figure 17 - Flakes with a back of debitage from the hearth k of the Observatoire Cave (drawings by
M. Grenet).
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Figure 18 - Techno-functional characteristics of the large flakes with a cortical biseau from the
hearth k of the Observatoire Cave.
 
Figure 19 – Directions of the blow for the large flakes with cortical biseau from the hearth k of the
Observatoire Cave.
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Figure 20 - Planarity of the cortical surfaces exploited at the Observatoire Cave. The calculation of
the planarity is based on the measure of 4 equidistant points taken in the axis of debitage of the
large flakes. The data appearing on the spherometer (given in dioptries, image on the left) indicate
a curvature radius ( R ). These data, expressed on a boxplot (on the right), express a regular
diminution of the curvature radius; which tends to be almost a flat surface on the distal part.
 
Figure 21 - Butts types and angles of the large flakes from the hearth k of the Observatoire Cave.
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Figure 22 - General observations (raw materials, metrical data, morphologies, presence or absence
of natural or functional marks on the surface) on the cobbles from the hearth k of the Observatoire
Cave.
 
Figure 23 - Examples of cobbles from the hearth k of the Observatoire Cave (n° 1-3, 6 : sandstone,
n° 4-5, 8-9 : limestone, n° 7 : andesite ; n° 1-3, 5 : cobble with scars of a use in percussion ; n° 6-7 :
cobbles with marks of an anvil percussion ; n° 4 : cobble with one intentional removal ; n° 8-9 :
incidental flakes from a percussion) (clichés Michel Dagnino, DAO F. Burle, G. Porraz).
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The handaxe with reserved base
44 One handaxe is found in the industry (fig. 24). This is a large knapped limestone pebble
(215 x 98 x 55 mm), with a reserved cortical base. It has two edges worked by several
rows of short removals detached alternately on one side and then on the other. The
removals create two biplane cutting edges section, nearly 100 mm long and of straight
delineation for one, winding for the other. The apical thinned part results from the
making of the cutting edges and do not seem specifically sought after. The cutting edge
angles  decrease  from the  base  to  the  point,  stretching  respectively  from 70-80°  to
35-45°.
45 We  have  already  noted  that  the  handaxe  was  wrongly  associated  with  the  two
specimens found in floors III-II  (fig 75: Lumley-Woodyear in 1969),  even though the
latter was found about 7 m below floor III. Moreover, it should be noted that the two
bifacial objects from floor III-II, also shaped on limestone, are clearly distinguishable
from the handaxe in our collection. One of these bifacial object is a large "split" shaped
flake partially fashioned opposing a back to a sharpened edge. The second bifacial piece
testifies of a series of removals that have upset the balance of the object before it was
abandoned. This difference was retained by abbot H. Breuil and H. Kelley (1954) who
called  our  handaxe  with  reserved  base  an  Abbevillian  handaxe  and  the  two  upper
bifacial objects Chellean.
46 Also note the presence of a very large limestone pebble, weighing 1,655 g, knapped
bifacially at one end. The originality of this sequence of removals, the nature of the
detached flakes and the blunting on the debitage dihedral, with a very open angle, lead




47 The lithic assemblage of hearth k from the Observatory Cave combines the presence of
large flakes, selected natural pebbles and a single handaxe. The access to the technical
know-how  of  these  populations  is  therefore  based  primarily  on  the  large  flake
collection, which shows a strong homogeneity. The synthesis that we propose of the
debitage of  large  flakes  with cortical  bevel,  or  Observatory debitage  (fig.  25),  is  an
interpretation based on a series of mental re-fittings (Pelegrin 1995) done from our
inventory of finished products (N = 132).
48 The knappers of the Observatory cave repeated identically a series of well controlled
gestures and operations, particularly suited to the worked material, which were aimed
at the production of flakes with a transversal cutting edge,  large sized and high in
mass. The design of the debitage involved the production of a single predetermined
flake per block. Only part of the volume was therefore used by the knappers, without
recurrence, without technical solution applied to reconfigure identically the volume of
the core. As part of this short operating sequence production, we recognize two critical
steps: 1) the design or initialization phase of the useful volume; 2) the flake removal or
task execution phases.
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49 The first stage of this chaine operatoire was based on the selection of a suitable volume
for the project. Given the brevity of the debitage operations, this selection phase can be
considered as part of the initialization phase, which it prefigures (Boëda 2013). In a
detrital  context  probably  from  a  beach  or  a  river  bed,  the  knappers  selected
hemispherical pebbles of a sufficient volume to remove one or more flakes at least 100
mm long. The mass of the knapped pebble however seems to have represented a minor
criterion behind the flatness criterion. The morphology of the blanks and the convexity
criteria requested for the debitage make us favour the hypothesis of the use of the
pebbles in their smallest elongation axis.
50 The second step was then to detach a flake (E1) on the operating surface hammered in
the angle of 90° radius to the future axis of the debitage of the desired product. This
removal  is  strictly  predetermining,  its  objective  being  to  rebalance  the  natural
transverse convexities of the selected pebble. If necessary, a second flake (E1'), opposite
the first, was detached, similarly oriented in an angle of a 90° radius relative to the
future axis of debitage of the desired product. The choice whether or not to remove a
second predetermining flake was then established according to the natural convexity
offered by the pebble. The available data suggest an E1 operation that was slightly off-
centre on the operating surface (taking advantage of the natural convexities) and an
E1’  operation  that  was  meanwhile  focused  more  on  the  surface.  The  prior
establishment of a striking platform for the proper control of the E1 / E1' removals
does not seem systematic to us. The flake fig. 15, No. 1 would be potentially an example
of an E1 type of removal, characterized by the presence of asymmetrical transversal
natural convexities.
51 After  configuring  the  debitage  surface,  the  intention  was  to  prepare  the  striking
surface area of the future desired flake. The aim was to set up a much angled striking
platform surface with regard to the debitage surface. The operation was to detach a
flake (E2) oblique or perpendicular to the axis of the debitage surface, while taking
advantage of the obliquity of the E1 or E1' removal negatives, or of the obliquity of the
natural surface of the pebble. The flake fig. 15 N° 2 potentially represents an E2 type of
removal; in this case, it is the distribution of the natural convexities centred and diffuse
throughout the longitudinal axis of the flake that suggest a removal in the thickness of
the hemispherical pebble.
52 The technical criteria for the predetermination of the transverse cutting edge were
then  brought  together  to  detach  the  predetermined  flake  (E3).  Theoretically,  the
operation could be repeated a second time, depending on the size and configuration of
the  debitage  surface,  and  after  re-preparing  the  surface  of  the  striking  platform.
However  obtaining  a  second  predetermined  flake  (E3')  appears  to  us,  if  not
opportunistic, at least subject to variables that do not appear to have been deliberately
controlled by the knappers.
53 We emphasize here the importance of predetermination (Tixier et al. 1980; Boëda 1994;
Texier and Roche 1995; Mourre 2006). This concept is based on a difference between
what a knapper prefigures (he knows the rules of mechanical rupture, he anticipates
the result of his gesture of percussion) and what he predetermines (he changes the
block geometry and by a series of gestures, gets what he planned). In our case, even if
the desired flake is closer to the natural characteristics of the selected pebble, its bevel
does not pre-exist the natural shape of the pebble and is therefore predetermined. A
series of predetermining removals creates the desired tool.
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54 Following the removal of the preferential flake E3, the block was abandoned and the
operation repeated on another pebble. Alternatively, some of these cores were used in
compliance  with  new  technical  criteria,  emphasizing  a  greater  flexibility  of  the
knapping objectives. The original intention seems to have been to continue producing
large  flakes,  whether  backed,  whether  prepared.  In  the  latter  case,  some examples
show that a succession of crossed removals were done before removing an invasive
flake, the flaking angle then stressing a change in the geometry of the knapped volume
(fig. 21). Although predetermination is at the heart of the debitage of the Observatory,
we do not recognize the principles of a Levallois production (Boëda 1994), which differs
in its geometry, its intentions and its principle of recurrence.
55 The success of these operations, determined by the geometry given to the core, was
also determined by the techniques and quality of the percussive gestures, essential to
the good control of predetermining and predetermined characteristics. If we recognize
the strict use of the stone and of percussion, the knapping stigmas seem to account for
gestures and percussive masses combined differently depending on the objectives and
/ or controllability of the core (see Mourre and Colonge 2010). We recognize at least
two percussion techniques, combining cores in mobile station and dormant station:
Some entames (fig 15, N° 1; fig 16, No. 1) show that the opening of the pebble could be done
by percussion of the block on a fixed hammer. This determination is based on the flatness of
the ventral face, marked by a lack of bulb bulge and a pronounced crushing at the level of
the percussion cone;
After  the  opening  of  the  block,  the  main  technique  used  was  direct  hard  hammer
percussion, with a stable hold of the core. Given the large volumes operated, we offer an
immobilization system of the core on the ground, facilitating an inward inner percussion
what we call "muffled" (gesture and type of immobilisation). We join here the assumption
made by V. Mourre and D. Colonge (2010), the only solution allowing good accuracy in the
percussion gesture. The percussion is crucial since it will ensure the predetermined nature
of the ventral face of the bevel (for E3 type of flakes).
56 This  chaîne opératoire  aimed to produce standardized and predetermined flakes  in
their transformative parts. These intentions are indirectly read in the nature of the
shaping  and  manufacturing  operations,  as  the  predetermined  transformative  part
always remained raw after knapping. The transformative part was a fine bevel with an
angle  between  25°  and  40°,  rectilinear  to  slightly  convex,  straight  and  biplane  in
section. If the absence of a detailed study of micro traces of use is problematic for a
specific  discourse  on the issue of  the  modes  of  use,  the  description of  the  techno-
functional  characteristics  and  of  the  macrotraces  nevertheless  allow  us  a  first
development. We are considering a diversified use, involving incising actions as well as
percussive  ones  with  localised  transformative  contacts  located  on  the  cutting  edge
(PT1) or its protuberances (PT2) (fig. 18). We are considering a flat functioning of the
tool, or on the side, for a manual prehension positioning the transformative axis in the
prehension axis, or perpendicular to it. We therefore favour the hypothesis of a rather
flexible tool in its functions and its working.
57 In addition, if the debitage was organized around a specific techno-functional purpose,
the desired tool automatically seemed to integrate non-predetermined complementary
characteristics,  non-standardized,  yet  expected,  that  we  call  secondary.  Indeed  the
adjacent cutting edges to the bevel represent a functional solution, which in some cases
appears to have been exploited by the users (PT3) (fig. 18).
• 
• 
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58 The  preferential  debitage  with  a  single  sequence  at  the  Observatory  covers  the
principles of  a  type D debitage (Boëda 2013),  in which only the useful  volumes are
worked. The standardization and the predetermination of the large flakes with cortical
bevel, for some of them obtained by a series of 3 strikes only, show a high degree of
conception of the debitage (Roche and Texier 1991).
 
Figure 24 - Biface with an unmodified cortical base from the hearth k of the Observatoire Cave.
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Figure 25 - Schematic drawing synthesizing the system of debitage of the large flakes with a
cortical biseau, or debitage of the « Observatoire » type (drawing by M. Grenet). After the
production of the predetermined flake (E3), this débitage could go on to produce naturally backed
flakes or prepared flakes. However the study of the lithic collection shows us that this continuation
in the production was not systematic and even so, was then associated with a change in the
objectives of the production.
 
The first human settlements in the Observatory cave
59 In the Ligurian-Provençal arc, the earliest known human occupations would be those of
the Vallonnet cave (Lumley 1976). However the most comprehensive and reliable data
we have today are those of the open air site of Terra Amata, excavated in the years
1960s.  The  site,  which  includes  three  archaeological  levels,  indicates  human
settlements on the Mediterranean coast, the earliest dating from the MIS 11 (Falguères,
Yokoyama, Quaegebeur 1988; Lumley et  al. 2009).  Following this,  the oldest regional
sites dated today are from the end of stage 7 and stage 6 with the human occupations of
the Lazaret cave in Nice (Michel et al. 2009, Lumley et al. 2008) and of the Prince cave in
Ventimiglia (Barral and Simone 1967; Simone 2008). Therefore, one needs to exit the
Ligurian-Provençal space to widen the list of early Palaeolithic site, including notably
the first human occupations of Baume Bonne, which could date back to the MIS 10
(Gagnepain and Gaillard 2005). The archaeological record is more consistent when it
opens to the Languedoc region and the Rhone Valley, where many studies have shown
the antiquity of  human settlements in this  area.  We will  mention in particular  the
Tautavel cave (stages 14 for the oldest occupations, Falguères et al. 2004), the Aldene
cave (stage 11, stage 5; Barral and Simone 1972; Falguères et al. 1991), or that of Orgnac
3 (stage 9 and 8; Moncel et al. 2011; Michel et al. 2013). On the Italian side, few ancient
sites within easy reach of the Observatory have previously been reported (Palma di
Cesnola 2001; Grifoni and Tozzi 2006).
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60 The first human settlements in the Observatory cave would be contemporary or before
stage 7, with a U / Th date > 230,000 years obtained directly from the floor III. The
currently  available  data  are  very  fragmentary  and  limit  opportunities  to  push  the
comparisons  with other  neighbouring sub-contemporary occupations.  Similarly,  the
large flakes of hearth k have no regional equivalent from a technological viewpoint.
The settlements of the Lazaret cave and the Prince cave, more recent than those of the
Observatory, associate the presence of bifacial pieces and flakes, mostly on flint, some
retouched as scrapers. A slightly closer proximity can be found with the collections of
Terra  Amata (Lumley et  al.  1976),  marked by the  use  of  limestone pebbles  and the
presence  of  some  cleavers  (n  =  11,  in  Villa  1983).  However,  the  techno-typological
comparisons end there. In Terra Amata, the use of the limestone pebbles mainly takes
the form of "chopper-core", the few cleavers are little characteristic and mainly made
on split pebbles ("Terra Amata" type in Villa 1983) and the lithic industry, called non-
Clactonian includes a flint flake production, some of which are retouched. Thus the
lithic industry of hearth k of the Observatory cave is individualized from a regional
perspective, encouraging us to think critically about the meaning of this assemblage.
61 The old age of the excavations and our ignorance of the sedimentary processes are
hindering our understanding of the lithic assemblage formation dynamics. But for our
case  study,  its  strong  homogeneity  challenges  us  and  must  be  discussed.  The
assemblage is composed of large flakes, of hand-carried pebbles and of one handaxe
with reserved base. However the uniqueness of the latter and its stratigraphic
positioning (outside the maximum concentration zone of larger flakes) are inviting us
to put into perspective the chronocultural  significance of  this  handaxe and its  role
within the techno-economic background of the people of the Observatory. Similarly, we
are excluding the hypothesis of a sorting by the excavators that would have been done
exclusively in favour of the large sized limestone elements. To support our position, 1)
we note that the (small) flakes in flint and quartzite from hearths h and e have been
collected (as well as the flakes from the Middle Palaeolithic and the blades from the
Upper Palaeolithic), 2) we recall that the excavation of de Villeneuve’s waste has not
led to a large collection of small flakes (and also no core or large limestone pebbles
were found). Even if there is a loss of information that is final and if the nature of this
loss  escapes  us,  however,  we  believe  that  the  techno-typological  and  petrographic
homogeneity  of  hearth  k  of  the  Observatory  cave  constitutes  an  element  that
characterizes the industry.
62 The rather large inventory of large flakes and hand-carried pebbles testifies in favour
of multiple episodes of introduction of tools and, by extension, of several phases of
settlement.  Schematically  and  simplistically,  we  can  assume  a  techno-economical
combination (the "toolkit") combining large flakes and hand-carried pebbles. For an
idea, the ratio in the Observatory cave is 1 large flake for 1 hand-carried pebble. The
nature of the tools allows partitioning the registers of activity, with on the one hand
the large incising flakes potentially used in fixed and mobile percussion, and on the
other the blunt pebbles used in percussion and/or crushing.
63 The Observatory cave is in a steep environment, overlooking the sea or its horizon.
From the point of view of the subdivision of the chaînes opératoires and the insertion
of the cave in a territory, we are observing a pattern that repeats itself. Within a radius
we can reasonably estimate to 5 km around the Observatory site, the knappers went
and selected large limestone pebbles they knapped, leaving behind the debitage waste
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and the products seen as non-conform. The selected large flakes were then transported
and used in the Observatory cave or its immediate environment, and then were left in
the Observatory. The lack of flakes with accidents and of cores supports this hypothesis
of technical operations that were well segmented in space, with the Observatory cave
as a receptor site. It is likely that knapping activities were also held at the site, such as
the  re-working  of  some  large  flakes  by  shaping  or  debitage  of  some  hand-carried
pebbles,  but  the  elements  available  today  do  not  really  allow  appreciating  their
natures. The techno-economical reading of the chaîne opératoire of the hand-carried
pebbles is summed up to its simplest expression, i.e. a selection on the coastal strip, a
use/transport  and  finally  abandoning  at  the  Observatory  cave.  Thus,  just  like  the
chaînes  opératoires,  the  nature  of  the  techno-economical  behaviours  is  an  original
element that singles the first human occupation of this site.
64 In other contexts, these techno- economical behaviours would be interpreted as signs
of specialized occupations, based on the introduction of finished products involving
anticipation  of  needs  over  time  (Kuhn  1995).  Therefore,  the  specifics  of  the  lithic
assemblage of the Observatory would reflect a variant of a functional nature, for which
the  "residential"  signature  today  would be  relatively  vague  from an archaeological
point of view. We are there at the limit of the interpretation, which would require to
feed from contextual data and comparisons with other regional sites.
65 However,  regardless  of  this  functional  register  that  aims  to  assess  the  observed
variability angle, we must concern ourselves with proper technical systems in order to
explain  the  nature  of  the  adopted  techno-economical  behaviours.  Indeed,  we  must
consider the binding nature of the macrolithic phenomenon in the framework of the
procurement strategies and renewing of the toolkit the Early Palaeolithic.
66 Studies available today punctually highlight the transportation of blocks from their
collection sites to a processing and abandonment location, but these movements only
occur  over  short  distances  and  in  the  context  of  open-air  occupations  (i.e.  Féblot-
Augustins 1997; Lhomme 2007). From the literature (Féblot-Augustins 1997; Turq 2000;
Santonja and Villa 2006;  Gregory et  al. 2007;  Cauche 2012),  we will  retain two main
points,  intrinsically  linked:  firstly  the  existence  of  differences  between  open-air
occupations (usually on or near the sources of raw materials) and those in cave-shelter;
secondly, movements of macro tools limited in space, only rarely exceeding the limit of
10 km. Thus the supposed specialization of the lithic corpus of the Observatory would
not  only  reflect  a  functional  adaptation,  but  equally,  or  even  firstly,  a  techno-
economical  adaptation  conditioned  by  the  macrolithic  nature  of  its  toolkit.  In  this
perspective, the low transportation distances observed at the Observatory cave should
not be interpreted directly as a low mobility of humans (in amplitude), but must be
interpreted in the light of a technical system imposing the mobility of the toolkit and
contracting the techno-economical organization of activities in space.
 
The soucoupes from the Observatory: from the distant
arrival to the local appearance
67 The industry of the Observatory cave, its large flakes in particular, find to date only
very distant equivalents. However, we must return to the determinism and adaptations
that might explain the uniqueness of this industry in its regional context. If the nature
of the archaeological and sedimentary records can be the main cause, we would ask
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ourselves here more specifically the question of macrolithism and its relationship to
the materials and worked volumes. This reflection, frequently raised in the study of
large flakes (Villa 1983; Santonja 1996; Sharon 2008), leads us to broaden our scope of
comparison and to position ourselves on the issue of diffusions and convergences.
68 The question of the presence of the large flakes, their very existence, is connected to
the  definition  of  this  category,  not  fundamentally  technological  but  primarily
dimensional.  Thus  the  large  flakes,  by  default  and  for  example,  have  never  been
knapped on the small flint pebbles of the Lazio beaches. This raises the question of the
meaning of the macrolithic characteristic from the viewpoint of technical traditions
and know-hows.
69 The Ligurian-Provencal arc has the advantage of partitioning in different geological
areas (Porraz and Negrino 2008;  Tomasso et  al.  submitted),  that motivated different
behaviours and adaptations according to the technical  traditions and nature of  the
mineral resources. On the issue of the availability of knappable rock, these are present
in large quantities and large volume all along the coastline, from the Esterel Permian
massif to the west and its large effusions of Rhyolite, to the Flysch with Helminthoida
in the East with its microquartzite blocks and pebbles. Between these two large groups,
the  limestone  pebbles  of  the  type  used  at  the  Observatory  dominate.  They  are
accessible in conglomerates, in coastal bars or old river terraces (having moved the
mentioned  conglomerates).  In  our  study  area,  the  question  of  the  existence  of  a
macrolithic tradition does not suffer from a lithological determinism.
70 However, given the specific characteristics we identified in the working of the pebbles
at  the  Observatory  (adaptation  and  use  of  the  natural  volumes),  we  can  expect
differences  in  the  operating  schemes  according  to  the  knapped  morphologies.  The
Observatory's knappers had adopted an active approach favouring a morphology (on
part of the volume only) that foreshadowed the future tool. Thus the formula of the
knappers  from  the  Observatory  exists,  and  can  only  exist,  in  the  context  of  using
weakly bulging natural surfaces. However, if the morphologies may set ways, they do
not influence in any way the techno-functional objective achieved in the desired tool.
71 The large  flakes  with  cortical  bevel  from the  Observatory  define  a  population that
encompasses that of cleavers. This tool on flake is defined by the presence of a wide
cutting edge "prepared" at one end, according to abbot H. Breuil's words (1924). The
characteristic  type  of  the  cleaver  combines  two  technical  steps  that  are  1)  the
preparation  of  the  cutting  edge  by  the  removal  of  a  predetermining  flake,  2)  the
shaping of the edges and base to result in the finished tool (Mourre 2003 for a synthesis
of works on this topic). Our inventory at the Observatory cave therefore covers the
structure of the cleaver from a techno-functional point of view, but moves away from it
on a strict point of view of the chaînes opératoires. While some examples show a bevel
predetermined by the negative from a removal, others are shaped on their edges, but
these two operations are very rarely associated on the same specimen and, in general,
are not the technical standard at the Observatory Cave.
72 The standard at the Observatory is that of a non or little transformed flake, with a
cortical bevel. We then find a comparison with what has been called proto-cleaver (or
cleaver 0) by J. Tixier (1956), i.e. tools characterized by the absence of predetermining
removal at the cutting edge. However, the shaping of the non transformative parts is
presented as a defining criterion:
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"They  are  sharp  pebble  fragments  with  terminal  cutting  edge  obtained  by  the
meeting of the tearing face and the natural surface of the pebble, furthermore with
marginal retouches. These retouches start whether from the flat face, whether from
the  upper  face  and  are  sometimes  alternate.  The  flake  was  hit  directly  on  the
natural surface of the pebble or, less often, on a prepared striking platform "(Tixier
1956 - 916 p.).
73 A close characterization of the proto-cleaver is offered J. Heinzelein de Braucourt (1962
- p. 44):
"The  simplest  model  of  cleaver  where  the  cutting  edge  is  obtained  by  the
intersection  of  the  ventral  side  of  a  large  flake  with  the  cortex  or  the  natural
surface of the pebble or of a block. The side edges are accommodated by marginal
retouches  more  or  less  developed  for  gripping.  Could  also  be  called  Ternifine
Cleaver. »
74 If a number of flakes with cortical bevel from the Observatory cover the definition of
the Cleaver 0,  many moves away from it  by the lack of  shaping.  In addition,  when
shaping was done, it  has generally been confined to limited portions of the blanks.
shaping was well integrated in the approach of the knappers of the Observatory, but
was not a structuring operation in the manufacture of the tool.
75 The differences of definition that we can note between the flakes with cortical bevel
from the Observatory and the cleavers or proto-cleavers in the literature show the
history of research that saw the technological criteria dominate the debate about the
definition of the toolkit, while today there is a rebalancing towards techno-functional
descriptive approaches. In this perspective, we are joining with the conclusions of V.
Mourre  (2003  -  p.  250),  who  places  the  bevel  and  its  predetermination  (i.e.  its
intentional nature) alone at the heart of the definition of the cleaver.
"A cleaver is a tool on flake with a raw cutting edge formed by the intersection of
the lower side of  the blank with an upper side corresponding,  according to the
cases, to one or more previous negatives, to a positive, to a positive and one or
several negatives or even to a cortical, neocortical or natural surface. Therefore,
the predetermination of the cutting edge is not an intrinsic feature of the cleaver at
the scale of the isolated object; however, it can be seen as such, in our view, across a
series since there is no representative series consisting only of cleavers with non-
predetermined cutting edge. "
76 The search for regional technical equivalents to the large flakes the Observatory should
be opened more broadly to all the series with cleavers, which, we have reported it,
however,  are  virtually  absent  from  the  Ligurian-Provençal  arc.  Indeed,  only  a  few
specimens are known today on split pebble in the site of Terra Amata. This relative
scarcity  of  the  cleaver  tool  in  the early  Palaeolithic  also  seems to  characterize  the
whole  of  Western  Europe  (Mourre  2003;  Santonja  and  Villa  2006;  Nicoud  2013a).
Between isotopic  stages  16  and 9,  the cleaver  is  thus absent  from the "Acheulean"
European sites in stratigraphic context that could be dated (Nicoud 2010, 2013a). The
cleaver really seems to develop only from isotopic stages 9 and 8, especially in Spain
and in the south west of France (Mourre 2003; Sharon 2007; Mourre and Colonges 2010).
But it is precisely in the latter geographical area that the technical phenomenon of the
large flakes or "Large Flakes Industries" (Sharon, 2007, 2011) was limited in Europe .
77 The series of large flakes from the Iberian Peninsula and the south west of France,
among which we can mention for  example the sites  of  El  Sartalejo  and Pinedo,  all
match  open-air  settlements,  positioned  on  ancient  terraces  yielding  abundant  raw
materials available as pebbles. The selected and knapped rocks are mainly represented
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by quartzite, sandstone, some volcanic rocks and rarely limestone. No absolute age is
available but geomorphological studies tend to position these technical traditions in
the isotopic stages 8 and 7. The available studies indicate series largely dominated by
large flakes, very predominantly cortical, reflecting short operating sequences for very
limited shaping phases of the volumes. Now these series are also distinguished by the
presence of type 0 cleavers. This technical tradition of the Iberian Peninsula and its
margins  would  therefore  represent  a  distant  equivalent  to our  large  flakes  in  the
Observatory.
78 These  "Iberian"  series  would  show great  similarities  with  those  from North Africa.
These similarities are based on the recognition of the method called "entame debitage"
(Sharon, 2007, 2011). This is a relatively simple debitage marked by a strong investment
in the selection of the blocks, oriented toward pebbles –in quartzite for most- flat in
morphology. The entames, sometimes removed after opening a striking platform, are
then used as blanks for the shaping of handaxes and type 0 cleavers. These techno-
typological  proximities,  noted as early as the second half  of  the twentieth century,
were used to develop of a diffusion model of an Acheulean from North Africa toward
Spain via the Strait  of Gibraltar (Bordes 1966; Alimen 1975; Tavoso 1986; Otte 1996;
Sharon 2011).
79 In this general context, the large flakes of the Observatory could mark a new extension
point, beyond the previously known boundaries of this technical phenomenon. At this
stage of our study, our question is less about the issue of the migration route itself (the
Strait of Gibraltar) than on the validity of the diffusion hypothesis (technical descent).
What  convergence degree  has  the  collection  from  the  Observatory  with  the
documented series of the Iberian Peninsula and North Africa?
80 The  search  for  large-sized  flakes,  the  preferential  exploitation  of  flattened  natural
surfaces, the shortness of the operating sequences and subsequently the importance of
the cortical flakes and the presence of the cleaver tool are the elements that allow
grouping  these  industries.  Nevertheless,  the  collection  of  the  Observatory  is
individualized under several angles of analysis. Firstly, in the Observatory cave, we do
not  recognize  the  principles  of  the  entame  debitage  that  results  in  an  absence  of
predetermination and in debitage axes variously positioned relative to those of  the
future tool. In addition, other chaînes opératoires (bifacial shaping and Kombewa flake
debitage)  are  coexisting  with  the  entame  debitage,  which  is  not  the  case  at  the
Observatory. Similarly, cleavers 0 only account for a small number of specimens at the
Observatory  cave.  Finally,  let's  remember  that  most  rocks  knapped  in  the  Iberian
Peninsula and its margins are hard rocks, while only soft rocks (used and available) are
found at the Observatory cave. The differences that individualise properly the series of
the  Observatory  would  thus  be  hiding  behind  a  phenomenon  of  first  degree  of
convergence.
81 What can be the origin of the soucoupes of the Observatory? What means do we have
and on what degree of convergence can we base our reflection? To date, in the absence
of adequate documentation, we reject the hypothesis of a gradual transformation on
the basis  of  a  local  substrate.  We favour two lines of  reflection:  diffusion and local
innovation.
82 Diffusion  is  often  the  preferred  hypothesis  in  the  literature:  an  innovation  has  a
starting point (generally not known for the Palaeolithic or, at best, assumed) and it
diffuses in the form of ideas (interactions) or goods (peopling). Questioning the reality
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of  this  diffusion is  then  based  on  the  use  of  contextual  data  (i.e.  uncertain  or
inconsistent dates) and/or the adoption of a theoretical discourse on the evolutionary
history of techniques (Boëda 2013; Simondon 1958). In the latter case, the tool has an
evolutionary line of  its  own,  certainly influenced by the external  environment,  but
nevertheless  determined  by  its  operating  structure  and  the  initial  nature  of  the
requirement to which it is a response. This line results in evolutionary stages that head
towards  a  realization of  the  tool,  which  somehow specializes  in  its  work  and role;
analysis  and  large-scale  comparisons  are  then  used  to  develop  arguments  on  this
subject (i.e. Chevrier 2012a)
83 The  cleaver  is  invariable  in  its  transformative  part,  it  presents  a  unique  concept,
highlighting  the  difficulties  of  thinking  its  original  stages.  This  is  a  massive  tool,
macrolithic,  organized  around  the  presence  of  a  raw  transversal  edge,  straight  to
convex, biplane in section for angles generally between 30 and 60 ° (Mourre 2003). We
would be here facing a functional universal, i.e. a biplane cutting edge with a knapping
angle of ± 40 °, which "corresponds to weak cutting edges but of high durability and
with the ability to perform hard work on different materials” ( Geneste and Plisson
1996  -  p.  356).  This  universal  functional  of  the  cleaver  leads  therefore  to  think its
variability (and its  evolutionary potential)  under two main angles:  1)  the degree of
predetermination  of  its  transformative  part  2)  the  nature  of  the  secondary
characteristics or non transformative parts. In this research of a history of techniques,
J. Tixier (1956) considers the possibility of a chronological succession behind his typo-
technological  suite  of  cleavers,  those  of  lower  degree  of  predetermination  and
development (type 0) potentially constituting the first form of this tool.
84 We have seen that the flakes with cortical bevel from the Observatory cover well the
concept of the cleaver tool. Nevertheless, more flexibility emerges from the assemblage
of the Observatory supported by the low frequency and intensity of transformation of
the non-transformative parts. In some cases, moreover, these flakes with cortical bevel
seem to  have  integrated several  transformative  parts  (see  above).  Others,  although
from the same chaîne opératoire, move away from the standard type by the presence of
more  oblique  cutting  edges  compared  to  the  debitage  axis  and  more convex
delineations (fig. 9, No. 1). If the fashioning consecrates a specialization of the cleaver,
by the exclusive functioning of the bevel, then the inventory of the Observatory may
well  be  part  of  a  different  dynamic,  marked  by  greater  functional  and  conceptual
handling.
85 The flexibility of  the tool with cortical  bevel of the Observatory,  unlike the strictly
speaking cleaver, and the differences observed with the Large Flakes Industries of the
Iberian  Peninsula  and  North  Africa,  lead  us  to  consider  the  assumption  of  an
autonomous and potentially isolated innovation. If the specific need answered by this
innovation eludes us, we can notice that it was part of a macrolithic trajectory, turned
toward looking for versatile tools, standardized by a predetermined flake debitage. In
our  context  of study,  looking  for  flakes  with  terminal  bevel,  characterized  by
transformative  parts  with  biplane  section  of  30  to  40°,  could  represent the  most
effective, or even unavoidable,  physical solution, to use the soft limestone available
locally.
86 At  the  end  of  our  study,  we  therefore  minimize  the  hypothesis  of  a  relationship
between the technical traditions of the Observatory and those of the Iberian peninsula,
although  we  recognize  the  enigmatic  characteristics  surrounding  the  origin  and
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development  of  this  technical  phenomenon  in  Western  Europe,  probably  during
isotopic stages 8 and 7. At most we should remember that the bevel tools are found
independently in different contexts, as in the Acheulean of Barbas (called typo-bevel:
Boëda et al. 1996) or the Middle Stone Age of Sibudu (Conard et al. 2012). The cleaver
reappears in Western Europe during the Vasconian (Bordes 1953;  Deschamps 2010),




87 The first aim of this study was to take part in the discussions about the nature and
significance  of  the  technical  traditions  that  cross  the  Early  Palaeolithic  in  Western
Europe. We rested our reflection on the almost unpublished series of the large flakes
from  the  Observatory,  whose  originality  could  make  us  forget  the  old  age  of  the
excavation context.  These large flakes led us to address the issue of  cultural  areas,
developing a comparison with industries with large flakes and cleavers 0 in the Iberian
Peninsula and North Africa. At the end of the study, we minimize the hypothesis of a
direct relationship between these large flakes industries and that of the Observatory
and we are considering that of a local origin.
88 From the  series  of  the  Observatory  cave,  we  were  able  to  recognize  a  new chaine
operatoire  of  flake-cleavers  production  or  flakes  with  cortical  bevel,  called
"Observatory  debitage".  This  preferential  debitage  with  single  sequence  operates
through compliance with some rules that take advantage of carefully selected natural
volumes. This debitage reflects the control of simple geometric rules that favoured the
development of the fracture front so that the two edges of the predetermined flake
differed.  The knappers  have  adapted to  the  available  materials  and sought  specific
morphologies they transformed using an efficient operating scheme. The absence of
recurrence,  or  the  inability  to  reconfigure  the  volume  identically,  is  likewise  an
element  that  characterizes  this  production  system  and  its  principles  of
predetermination. This lack of recurrence emphasizes with interest the narrowness of
the conceptual relationship (a dead end?) between firstly the opportunity created by
the  knapper  from  a  natural  configuration,  and  secondly  the  normalization  of  the
functional criteria towards which the technical system seems to aim.
89 Finally, this study has allowed us to raise a discussion on the specifics of the cleaver
tool,  in  the  history  of  techniques  and  in  its  structural  characteristics  on  human
societies. This tool, structured on a raw bevel, crosses the Palaeolithic but nevertheless
remains characteristic of earlier periods. Massive, it refers back to societies that also
recognized  each  other  by  a  mode  of  perception  of  the  mineral  resources  and  a
territorial organization that remain today still partially unknown.
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NOTES
5. The dimensions have been calculated from a reference point  reported on the map of  the
Observatory Cave by the surveyors Rollin (21/12/1989) and positioned at an altitude of 89.47.This
reference point (n° 7) is fixed in the karst at the foot of the brecciated level.
ABSTRACTS
The excavations at the Observatoire Cave (Principality of Monaco), have been well published in
the first volume of the Archives of the Institut de Paleontologie humaine in 1927. The authors
document the presence in the « foyer k » of large flakes also called soucoupes (saucers or flying
saucers in french) by L.  de Villeneuve.  The study of  this  lithic  collection (N=132) indicates a
production  of  trapezoidal  to  quadrangular  flakes,  detached  on  limestone  cobbles  that  were
cautiously selected, prepared and shortly exploited for one unique preferential product. These
large  flakes  have  been  structured  on  a  cortical  distal  end  (or  biseau),  never  retouched  and
characterized by a fine angle, a biplane section and a slightly convex delineation. In a techno-
functional  perspective,  these  large  flakes  clearly  overlap  the  definition  of  the  cleavers.  This
collection  from  the  Observatoire  Cave,  which  precedes  230 000  BP,  also  includes  a  series  of
cobbles (N=159) and one single handaxe. This lithic assemblage finds no regional equivalent, but
comparisons can be made with some Acheulean Large Flake Industries from Spain and Northern
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Africa, characterized by a production of entames and the shaping of proto-cleavers (or type 0).
The soucoupes of the Observatoire Cave encourage us to develop further on the peculiarities of
this macrolithic technology and on their signification in a regional and Mediterranean context.
Our study finally  challenges the hypothesis  of  diffusion and consider  the scenario  of  a  local
invention as plausible, within a framework of a technology that was closely adapted to the nature
of the raw material. 
Les fouilles de la grotte de l’Observatoire (Principauté de Monaco), remarquablement publiées
dans le premier tome des Archives de l’Institut de Paléontologie Humaine en 1927, avaient révélé
la  présence  dans  le  « foyer  k »  d’une  vieille  industrie  composée  d’éclats  en  calcaire  de  très
grandes  dimensions,  autrement  appelés  soucoupes par  Léonce  de  Villeneuve.  La  reprise  pour
étude  de  cet  assemblage  lithique  (N =132)  indique  une  recherche  d’éclats  normalisés,  de
morphologie  trapézoïdale  à  quadrangulaire,  débités  aux  dépens  de  volumes  soigneusement
sélectionnés, aménagés et exploités selon un débitage préférentiel à séquence unique. Ces grands
éclats, structurés autour d’un biseau cortical brut de débitage, fin, biplan, rectiligne à légèrement
convexe,  recouvrent  la  définition  du  hachereau  d’un  point  de  vue  techno-fonctionnel.  Cette
collection de la grotte de l’Observatoire, également composée de galets manuportés (N =159) et
d’un biface,  aurait  un âge antérieur à 230 000 ans BP. À ce jour,  cette série ne trouve aucun
équivalent  régional  mais  des  rapprochements  peuvent  être  effectués  avec  les  « Large  Flakes 
Industries »  d’Espagne  et  d’Afrique  du  Nord,  caractérisées  par  un  débitage  d’entames  et  la
présence de hachereaux de type 0. Les soucoupes de la grotte de l’Observatoire conduisent à nous
interroger sur les spécificités de cette technologie macrolithique et sur sa signification dans un
contexte  régional  et  méditerranéen.  Notre  étude  nous  amène  finalement  à  discuter  de
l’hypothèse de la diffusion pour envisager celle d’une apparition locale, dans le cadre d’un savoir-
faire technique qui se serait étroitement adapté à la nature du matériau d’œuvre.
INDEX
Mots-clés: Paléolithique ancien, Acheuléen, Méditerranée, grands éclats, calcaire, hachereau,
débitage de l’Observatoire, diffusion, convergence
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